Abstract wired networks, turns out to be less efficient due to the solidarity property of wireless networks: the throughput of We present a unified analytical framework that maxieach user is equalized to the smallest user throughput [18]. mizes generalized utilities ofa wireless network by networkThey claimed proportional fair scheduler can be a better wide opportunistic scheduling andpower control. That is, candidate in the wireless networks since it is easy to imbase stations in the networkjointly decide mobile stations plement and provides a good balance between fairness and to be served at the same time as the transmission powers of efficiency. Viswanath et al. [22] and Borst [10] showed that base stations are coordinated to mitigate the mutually interproportional fairness becomes equivalent to equal-time fairfering effect. Although the maximization at thefirst glance ness under some assumptions. appears to be a mixed, twofold and nonlinear optimization Opportunistic scheduling concept was introduced in requiring excessive computational complexity, we show that wireless data networks to increase the average throughput of the maximization can be transformed into apure binary opwireless channels by exploiting the time-varying charactertimization with much lower complexity. To be exact, it is istics of wireless channel [10, 14, 16, 22]. Since channel conproven that binary power control of base stations is necesditions of users are good and bad randomly, higher throughsary and sufficientfor maximizing the network-wide utilities put can be achieved by scheduling a flow whose instantaunder aphysical layer regime where the channel capacity is neous channel condition is relatively better than others. To linear in the signal-to-interference-noise ratio. To further exploit this diversity further, Viswanath et al. [22] proposed reduce the complexity of the problem, a distributed heurisa proactive beamforming scheme in which fast channel fluctic algorithm is proposed that performs much better than tuations are artificially induced by multiple transmit antenexisting opportunistic algorithms. Through extensive simnas in a pseudorandom manner. ulations, it becomes clear that network-wide opportunistic Even with aforementioned advances in wireless data netscheduling andpower control is most suitableforfairnessworks, little work has been done in multi-cell networkoriented networks and underloaded networks.
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wide scheduling. Both theoretical difficulty and impracticality prevent people from pursuing the multi-cell network scheduling problem. Instead, multi-cell problems 1 . Introduction with different objectives have been considered: load balancing among cells [1 1, 20] , and a low data rate problem of Resource allocation in wireless data network in a system cell boundary users [9] . perspective has drawn many attentions for last ten years.
Sang et al. considered multi-cell problem in a slightly As people from the networking research have paid more atdifferent angle of load balancing in their seminal work tentions to wireless networks, more progresses are made in [20] . They proposed an intra-cell opportunistic downlink the wireless network scheduling and power control. They scheduling algorithm where each BS (base station) exploits have considered various system objectives such as total user diversity gain in the corresponding cell independently throughput maximization (or max-C/I) [14] , max-mmn fairto achieve (w, o)-proportional fairness, that is proposed by max-min fairness are achieved, respectively. The central the maximization can be transformed into a pure binary opserver participates in load balancing by adjusting a value of timization. Correctly speaking, we prove that binary power each cell, named as cell breathing in which a is a flexible control of base stations is necessary and sufficient for maxiknob to balance the time-slots allocated to MSs close to the mizing the network-wide utilities under situations in which BS and MSs at cell boundaries. For load balancing, each the channel capacity tends to be linear in the SINR. Con-MS adapts to its channel variation and the load fluctuations sequently, network-wide opportunistic scheduling absorbs by initiating the load-aware handoff and cell-site selection network-wide opportunistic power control. In other words, where their own condition is adopted rather than networknetwork-wide opportunistic power control can be viewed wide proportional fairness.
as a part of network-wide opportunistic scheduling. For Bu et al. [ 1] also considered a similar problem and prodistributed operation of network-wide optimization in real posed load balancing schemes that achieve network-wide networks, a heuristic algorithm using local information of proportional fairness if the channel capacity tends to be linneighbor BSs is proposed. Through extensive simulations, ear in the SINR, while the load balancing scheme proposed we show that network-wide opportunistic scheduling and in [20] did not directly tackle the network-wide proportional power control improve various performance indices considfairness due to its complexity. They showed that the general erably. problem is NP-hard and provided efficient offline and online
The rest of the paper of organized as follows: The first heuristic algorithms to solve an approximated problem.
formulation including network-wide opportunistic schedulThe insufficient data rate problem of cell boundary ing, power control and load balancing is presented and simusers in the OFDMA system attracted the most attentions plified in Section 2. Since the simplified problem is still inever due to popularity of new standards such as the IEEE tractable, we propose a distributed heuristic algorithm with 802.16e [1] and the evolved UTRA [2] . Many people conmuch lower complexity in Section 3. The performance of sidered different frequency reuse schemes. However, [4] our proposed algorithm is verified in Section 4. Then we observed high throughput loss with the frequency reuse conclude this work with answering the questions brought schemes and recommended reuse factor of one. In some up in this section. sense, our work can be considered as an extension of [4] from the fixed frequency reuse scheme to a dynamic one.
.
Bonald et al. [9] considered a novel notion of schedul-2. Network-wide Utlity Optmization ing, that is to say, coordination of transmissions among BSs. Unlike [11, 20] (2) network-wide opportunistic power control is already too kc/C complicated [11] , it is not treated in this paper to better fo-1 t cus on our problem. rk(t) =~5 5 rkn(T)Ikn(T), (3) Although the maximization in the first formulation ap-T=1 ?2CA pears to be a mixed, twofold and nonlinear optimization re-E 'km (t) =1, (4) quiring excessive computational complexity, we prove that Gkc S Ik1k (t) < Two constraints regarding 'kn(t), (4) and (5) (6) where B advance and (n, k(mt)) C Q(t). By denoting et =, we is the bandwidth in hertz, C(.) is the normalized channel cacan rewrite (3) as follows: pacity in bits/s/hertz that is a function of the instantaneous SINR. In the SINR expression, gkn (t) > 0 is the signal gain Tr k(n,t) (t) = rk (n.,t) ( 
from BS n to MS k that characterizes the propagation loss (9) of the transmission power Pn (t), the fast Rayleigh fading, If the initial condition U(0) = 0 is used, the network-wide and the large time-scale log-normal fading. The transmisutility becomes:
sion powers of BSs, pn(t), are upper-bounded by at all time slots as shown in (7), but it can be easily verified that t all results in this paper hold even if they are upper-bounded
(10) diversely over time. Before taking up the main subject, it is obvious that network-wide optimization is reduced to N Here AU(t) -U(t) -U(t -1) corresponds to the utilindependent intra-cell scheduling problems if there is neiity difference that should be maximized at each time-slot t ther load balancing nor power control. (For readability, all without the knowledge of rkn (T) for T > t. If we make use proofs in this paper are in Appendix.) of the Taylor expansion of AU(t), it becomes Observation 1. If we assume that all BSs are transmitting
with its full power and each MS is associated with a prek determined BS, then network-wide optimization given by
(1)- (8) is reduced to N independent intra-cell optimiza-0 t tions.
kc/C
This observation signifies that the existing intra-cell oppor- (11) tunistic scheduling is the best way to optimize the networkgiven at t wide utility if load balancing is not used and transmission where the third equality holds by (9) . Note that k (t -1) powers of BSs are constant, e.g., Pn(t) = p. It should be ' powemrseoftBsare cnstrant,ce.g. opm(t)uni I schouldng bes has no effect on the maximization of AU(t) since it is given remarked that the intra-cell opportunistic scheduling posat time-slot t. We adopt the generalized proportional fair sesses a desirable convergence property. That is, it is shown 'utility function introduced in [17] where Ur (IF, (t)) is given in [5, 15, 21 ] that itS gradient algorithm leads to long-term by asymptotic optimality under various assumptions. The given optimization problem is very complicated due -rk (t) to the nonlinearities of (1) and (6) The above objective is strongly quasiconvex [7] , and maxi-L'Hospital's rule is applied to (12) for a = 1, it becomes mized at either x = 0 or x = L. Uk (rk (t)) = Wk log rk (t) which is called proportional fair utility function. If we apply this substitution to (11) max max E Wk (n,t) (13) thenetwork-wideutility Q(t) {Pn(t)} n [r(n,t)n(t -1)] (e which bears a close resemblance to the Weighted Alpha-U(t) = W rk(t)1a (14) Rule scheduling algorithm in [20] . Note that the utility k 1-difference AU(t) is a linear combination of instantaneous channel rates rk(n t) n(t) for given weights Wk(n,t)n [rk(n,t)n(tcannot be maximized ifpn (t) f {0, p} for any n JV.
It turns out that the form of the objective function given by (13) can be viewed as a gradient algorithm adopted in [5, 15, 21] . The only difference here is that (13) reFrom an optimization-theoretical standpoint, Theorem 1 quires the two-dimensional network-wide selection of an states that, if the network-wide utility is viewed as a funcindex set, Q(t), and transmission powers of BSs, PN,(t) tion of pn(t), it satisfies the following inequality for all while [5, 15, 21] requires N independent cell-wide selecn C JV. tions of one MS in each cell. Note also that, to the best of our knowledge, the gradient algorithm represented by (13) The original optimization problem given in Section 2.1 is well suited for wide-band systems [1, 2] (where B is extremely complicated and we are going to reduce its is large) and low-power systems (where p-is small) for complexity by simplifying the power assignment: we aswhich Shannon's channel capacity becomes more linsume that pn(t) C {0,p} by appealing to the fact that biear.
nary power control is optimal for linear channel capacity model though it is not true when the physical layer regime Even with linear channel capacity model, (6) i.e., wi = 1. A four-tier multi-cell network composed of denote by NANOS), are evaluated under the same configu-37(= N) hexagonal cells shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 2(c) . Anther noteworthy point in the interior of the network has 6 neighbor BSs excluding is that the throughput gap between two scheduling algoitself and IJVA 7. rithms gets smaller as the number of MSs becomes larger. This phenomenon occurs because the oversatisfied users are 4.1. Utility, Throughput, QoS and Fairness more reluctant to return their spare utilities which will be Performance used to increase utilities of dissatisfied users as the network gets more loaded. It is our understanding that the network-wide utility U(t) itself is not meaningful since there is no direct relevance beObservation 4. Throughput performance ofICOS is satutween U(t) and performance indices. For instance, perforratedfor large a while NANOS mitigates this saturation.
mance indices of NANOS with a > 1 are greatly improved even with slight increment of U(t). However, to make it Ifwe look into Fig. 2(b) again, the cell throughputs of ICOS clear that NANOS is superior to ICOS, we present Fig. 2(a) are almost the same for a = 4 and a = 16, but on the other where rk (t) in bits per seconds (bps) is used for calculating hand those of ICOS become smaller as a network pursues U(t). NANOS does result in higher U(t) than ICOS for all fairness-oriented objectives. In other words, for a > 4, combinations of K/N and a.
ICOS cannot increases its network-wide utility even if it reduces its cell throughput while NANOS does increase its Observation 2. Ifthe network objective is throughput madnetwork-wide utility at the sacrifice of its cell throughput. imization (a 0), network-wide optimization does not Note also that the throughput performance of dissatisfied help.
users shown in Fig. 2 
(c) does not improve for ICOS and
Observe that in Fig. 2(b) that the two topmost lines of ICOS does improve for NANOS. From these results, we can conand NANOS are overlapping when a = 0. To maximize clude that generalized proportional fair scheduling without throughput, an MS with the best channel condition would inter-cell interference coordination becomes meaningless as be chosen in each BS in ICOS. Since the MS with the best a gets larger (a > 1). channel is likely to be close to the BS, the impact of otherTo strengthen our claim that network-wide opportuniscell interference may be negligible, which is why the cell tic scheduling with a large value of a helps cell boundthroughputs of NANOS and ICOS are almost the same.
aries MSs, let us compute the QoS violation probability with a minimum-throughput condition, r (t) > rmim. In Observation 3. As a network pursues fairness-oriented Fig. 2(d) , we showed the percentages of MSs whose rate is network objectives (a > 0), NANOS results in a bit lower lower than the threshold for rmim = 128 and 192 Kbps. It total throughput than ICOS. However, cell boundary MSs is an expected result that the violation ratio decreases with get more throughput. a larger a. But it is noteworthy that the violation percentage of NANOS is much lower than that of ICOS for large In Fig. 2(b there is no plausible reason for NANOS to achieve higher users demands their average throughput to be larger than a throughput than ICOS does. The network just does its certain threshold. own duty to maximize its utility in each cell (ICOS) or NANOS with large a enables MSs in the network to rein a network-wide way (NANOS). As the network pursues ceive benefits of BS coordination equally while ICOS fails fairness-oriented utilities with larger a, the throughput gap to do that even with large a. If we look into Fig. 3 Fig. 2(c) . It is noteworthy that a by proving itself an able coordinator to better channel throughput performance of dissatisfied users in NANOS conditions around cell boundaries. is significantly improved (Fig. 2(c) ) whereas the average We can summarize the aforementioned results as folthroughput performance of NANOS is similar to that of lows: Network-wide opportunistic scheduling remarkably ICOS ( Fig. 2(b) age of the whole bandwidth in the network and cannot be 1.025L.,5 adapted dynamically, NANOS can cope with hot-spot sce- by preventing hot-spot cells from being turned off. That is, Let us turn ouriattenion on the probability that BS does NANOS can be viewed as an implicit load balancer which not transmit data, i. can be sacrificed for users at cell boundaries not to mention j C /C, and E n Ti= 1. In this case, it is easy to show that several inter-cell interference mitigation schemes are in that the actual average throughputs of all MSs are equalized the design stage. as r = 1/ Z i r f1, which illustrates how max-minwireOur contribution is four-fold: Firstly, to the best of our less networks suffer from their fairness objective. Thus it is knowledge, this is the first work dealing with an analytiimportant to improve rijs of the tail-enders when fairness is cal framework that optimizes generalized utilities of multipreferable to efficiency.
cell networks through network-wide opportunistic schedulBesides, it sounds plausible that oversatisfied users are ing and power control. Secondly, we have shown that the willing to return their utilities in lightly-loaded networks, optimization can be simplified because network-wide opwhereas it does not make sense to divert utilities of more portunistic power control can be absorbed into the network-wide opportunistic scheduling when the underlying physi- Ifthere is no load balancing, the set ofMSs, IC, is divided f (x) < max {f(0), f (x)}, Vx E (0, T). x 2 is ignored, the objecthis condition forces MSs to belong to predetermined tive function in (13) becomes:
BSs, (4) becomes equivalent to Zkcs/. Ikn(t) = 1, (5) becomes needless, and (3) is reduced to rk(t) = Bw=(n,t) Pm(t)Yk(Thtin(t)
